Festivus Cartoon Character PacketQuestions by John Y. Lawrence1. In one episode, this character rigs a surfing contest with booby traps so that he can win it to impress his love interest, only to find that his love interest is entering the surfing contest herself. Because a superhero erases everyone else’s memory, this character believes himself responsible for defeating the Japanese axe-headed monster in the episode “Last But Not Beast”, even though he actually made the monster stronger. This character’s trademark laugh is in an approximately “dotted eighth – sixteenth - quarter” rhythm. This character’s pet duck is actually an archvillain in his own regard named Quackor, the nemesis of Monkey from Dial M for Monkey. His diminutive sister Olga is the rival of his love interest, the dimwitted Dee Dee. For 10 points, name this evil genius rival of Dexter on Dexter’s Laboratory. ANSWER: (Susan) Mandark Astronomov2. In one episode, this character is worshipped as “The Wise One” by tourists who are stranded in the jungle. In another episode, this character steals one of the protagonists’ chain letter scheme, but is foiled when that protagonist invents the national holiday “Wink Martindale Day” to close the post office. In that episode, this character replaces Bill Grates [sic] as head of Microsponge, Inc. In his final appearance, going through Precious the Cat’s gene splicer causes him to lose all of his intelligence. Though he’s not the Mad Hatter, he was voiced by Roddy McDowall, and his backstory is as the former best friend of one of the protagonists, from when they were both lab animals together. For 10 points, name this genetically-modified hamster, the rival of Brain on Pinky and the Brain. ANSWER: Snowball 3. This character repeatedly yells “Stop the music!” as another character kicks him in the butt while dancing the Charleston, shortly before this character accidentally kills all but one of the guests at his birthday party. In one cartoon, the protagonist fakes a conversation with an Irish-accented interlocutor and throws a lighted match into the stove where this character is hiding, to prove that this character isn’t in the stove. In another cartoon, the protagonist uses metal roller skates and a magnet under the floor to make this character’s pal seem to attack him. In one cartoon, this character forces Daffy Duck to lay golden eggs at gunpoint. In later cartoons, he is accompanied by a dimwitted henchman named Mugsy. For 10 points, name this Looney Tunes character, a diminutive gangster who wears a hat that is taller than he is. ANSWER: Rocky the Gangster4. This character is thrown out of a window for trying to improve “The Death of 100 Smiles” by suspending the victim upside-down, so that the piranhas look like they’re smiling. In one episode, this character sings “Say that We’re Sweethearts” to distract Boxy Bennett. In another episode, after wrongly being accused of shoplifting, this character is pursued by General Vreeland in a tank, for kidnapping his daughter. This character was formerly a psychiatrist at Arkham Asylum before falling in love with a patient. This character takes care of two pet hyenas that she calls her “babies”, and she teams up with Poison Ivy, after being temporarily fired by her boss. For 10 points, name this sidekick and love interest to The Joker from Batman: The Animated Series.  ANSWER: Harley Quinn [accept either] 5. In the episode in which this villain appears, two characters eat corn-on-the-cob with chocolate syrup during a barn dance. Several characters suspect that this villain might be the hermit that offers everyone squirrel stew. This villain is caught when the chick that thinks Scooby is its mother suggests turning on the hay baler. The gang is told that “The flame will tell [this character]” after being handed a seemingly blank piece of paper by a guard who was attacked in a staged car accident. At the end of the episode, this green-skinned phantom is revealed to be the bank president, Mr. Carswell, who was caught on hidden camera embezzling from his own bank. For 10 points, name this Scooby Doo villain, who appears in an episode titled “Jeepers, It’s [his name]”.  ANSWER: The Creeper6. This character loses a spelling bee to a friend after accidentally saying the letter “i” while spelling the word “gravy’. This character is misinterpreted as advising the use of hot wax to ward off lobsters and toothpaste to fix a bike chain in an episode in which he mostly says “sleepy sleepy sleepy” after spending over 14 hours building a model replica of the Golden Gate Bridge. This character owns a pet cactus called Jim, whose top gets bitten off when one of his friends goes on a sleepwalking eating binge. This character is romantically pursued by Marie, the blue-haired Kanker sister, and by his friend’s red-haired little sister, Sarah. This neat-freak character wears a black sock on his head. For 10 points, name the most intelligent member of the title trio, on Ed, Edd, and Eddy. ANSWER: Edd [or Double D; if a player says “Ed” out loud, make him/her spell it; do NOT accept “Ed” with one D]  7. This character wears a “lump massager” of his own invention to cure a lump he receives from a character who clubbed him while singing “I’m looking over a three-leaf clover / That I overlooked be-three!” That appearance by this villain concludes with the protagonist explaining that “Mud spelled backwards is ‘dumb’”. Earlier in that cartoon, this villain had constructed a door at the entrance to Bugs Bunny’s hole and introduced himself with a business card labeled “Genius”. In his more famous appearances, freeze frames of him with mock scientific names like “Famishus Vulgaris” are juxtaposed with names emphasizing the speed of his rival, such as “Birdibus Zippibus”. For 10 points, name this character who uses malfunctioning gadgets from the ACME corporation in pursuit of the Road Runner. ANSWER: Wile E. Coyote8. While worrying that he might lose his best friend, this character tells the story of Sally who climbed up a tree and ate cookies until she became “HUUUGE!” after her best friend Mary fell in with “the wrong crowd”. In one episode of this character’s namesake series, a mysterious cloud on Mount Schnitzel transforms people into clown zombies. That episode is one of many in which this character consults Professor Heiney for advice. One character on this show is a cop that can get people to stop doing whatever they’re doing by telling them to “cut it out”. This character’s chief antagonist is an evil genius whose entire head is a giant brain with eyes, The Lobe. And this character’s best friend is the Ed Asner-voiced Sergeant Cosgrove. For 10 points, name this alter-ego of computer nerd Dexter Douglas, an extremely manic, electric blue superhero with black lightning-bolt-like hair. ANSWER: Freakazoid 9. In an episode set in Mississippi, this character kisses Colonel Cornpone to convince him to stop shooting at the other characters, whom he mistakes for a Yankee invasion of his plantation. In that series, this character was often aided by the chivalry of Peter Perfect. In a spin-off series, Paul Lynde voiced this character’s guardian, Sylvester Sneekly, who set death traps for her while disguised as the Hooded Claw, from which she was rescued by gangsters riding in the anthropomorphic car Chugga-Boom. Those gangsters, the Ant Hill Mob, originally appeared in a series in which she drove the Compact Pussycat car and competed against Dick Dastardly. For 10 points, name this Southern Belle racer from Wacky Races.  ANSWER: Penelope Pitstop [accept either] 10. An excerpt from Wagner’s Rienzi overture plays during this character’s final comeuppance, as he flies through the air, over a glue-covered brush that paints his belly with glue, which then sticks to a sheet of sandpaper. This character gains the ability to fire bullets out of his head when he swishes his tail, after he accidentally swallows a shotgun. This character is first slapped for “steaming up” the protagonist’s tail with his breath. In the most famous segment in the cartoon in which this character appears, the protagonist repeatedly slaps this character while dancing to the tune of “Las Chipanecas”, before seemingly disappearing under a sombrero, and then honking this character’s nose. For 10 points, name this antagonist that Bugs Bunny encounters in a ring in Spain. ANSWER: Toro the Bull [accept either] 11. In one episode, this character says “You’re ugly and creepy and stop calling me!” to his former high school crush, Mary Lou, after a Half-Day Transformation Station causes him to become half made of cheddar cheese. In a movie-length episode, this character becomes dictator of a dystopian world, after taking a bite out of a magic muffin. The protagonist of the show he appears in uses a Time Scooter to travel back to 1972 to find out why this character hates March 15th, only to see this character with green and pink parrots, and therefore realize that he was the former owner of two other characters. Geraldine Waxelplax was formerly in love with this character, before she became school principal and therefore his boss. This character spasms every time he says the words: “FAIRY GODPARENTS!” For 10 points, name this hunched schoolteacher, a recurring antagonist on The Fairly Oddparents. ANSWER: Denzel Crocker12. During a game of scrabble, this character calls up Noah Webster to bribe him to make “Quyzbuk” a word in the dictionary. A hospital founded by him has a talking statue that chants: “All hail [this character]! [This character] is life!”, interrupted by pigeons flying into its mouth, because pigeons like the sound of his voice. In an episode parodying A Streetcar Named Desire and Cinderella, Alice’s sister Randa Tompkins marries this character. This character announces his engagement to June Lockhart in an episode in which he runs for president, with his employee’s eccentric father Franklin as his vice presidential candidate. Voiced by the late Charles Napier, this is, for 10 points, what network president, Jay Sherman’s boss on The Critic? ANSWER: Duke Phillips13. In his sequel appearance, this character erases his facial features when told to “wipe that smile off your face”. That appearance concludes with him handing his boss an ingot of lead, when told to “get the lead out”, leading his boss to try to murder him. In his original appearance, this character hands a stick of dynamite that’s been wrapped with a bow to the antagonist, saying “Happy Birthday, you thing from another world, you!” Earlier, this character explains that one can navigate to Planet X by simply following the planets alphabetically, and concludes the cartoon by saying “Who cares?” in response to his boss’ bragging, as he and Marvin the Martian hang from a fragment of the now-destroyed planet. For 10 points, name this purple-suited character played by Porky Pig, the sidekick of Duck Dodgers. ANSWER: Eager Young Space Cadet [prompt on “Porky” or “Porky Pig”] 14. Because this character is “The cousin to the sister / Of the son’s niece brother / Of the uncle’s daughter’s father / Of the nephew’s sister’s mother”, he succeeds to the throne of Anvilania. His name appears in the title of a Gilbert & Sullivan parody episode in which he sings “I Am the Very Model of a Cartoon Individual”. This character sings a song listing the nations of the world to the tune of the “Mexican Hat Dance”, as a counterpart to his sibling’s song about the U.S. capitals to the tune of “Turkey in the Straw”. Like his younger and shorter brother, he is infatuated with Hello Nurse and is watched over by Dr. Scratchansniff. For 10 points, name this Warner sibling, the brother of Dot and Wakko on Animaniacs. ANSWER: Yakko Warner15. In one episode, Phil the Farmer impersonates this character, in order to collect the reward money he earns for his good deeds. This character changes into his disguise by jumping into the bottom drawer of a file cabinet. His theme song declares him to be “Number one super guy” and “Quicker than the human eye”. The crimes in each episode of this character’s show are reported by the telephone operator, Rosemary, and are always actually solved by this character’s striped cat, Spot. Scatman Crothers voiced this alter-ego of the “mild-mannered janitor” at the police station, Penry. For 10 points, name this incompetent would-be kung fu canine hero, the namesake of a short-lived Hanna-Barbera cartoon show from the 1970’s.  ANSWER: Hong Kong Phooey16. In one episode, this character is the target of attacks by Crusty Baker, who serves raw spaghetti and makes breadsticks out of actual sticks. In that episode, this character runs a video game arcade business that is disrupted by a giant bad hairdo called Bigwig. This character’s mansion is haunted by the ghost of Chef Goulash who says “Sacré Boo!”, in an episode in which the mechanical dog RoboPup is secretly in league with the villain. In that series, she constantly declared “There’s no such things as monsters/ghosts!” and often summoned her butler Jenkins to perform mundane tasks for her. For 10 points, name this character who was re-imagined as a pink-wearing, spoiled rich girl on A Pup Named Scooby Doo, but who retained her signature red hair. ANSWER: Daphne Blake17. One episode of the show in which this character appears ends with him saying “Sad, isn’t it?”, while covered in green taffy from his taffy-pulling machine and standing next to a second-place trophy. In another episode, this character plans to use an explosive brand of tea called Tea-N-Tea to sink a rival submarine line. In another episode, this character runs a spa that transforms people into machines to fight in an empty coliseum. He frequently engages the protagonist in competitions such as a staring contest and a game of handball, after asking “How about a little spot of sport?” In his first episode, he keeps pet spiders that feed on the guests in his motel, who include Eustace and Muriel. For 10 points, name this suave red-haired feline, a recurring antagonist on Courage the Cowardly Dog. ANSWER: Katz18. In one episode, this character uses abstract paintings to capture an art-stealing chameleon, voiced by Roddy McDowall, who could hide in paintings. In the original series, this character’s arch-nemesis was a Goldfinger parody named Yellow Finger, who was replaced in a later series with a seal named Goldflipper. In the 1960’s, this character’s namesake show had segments featuring Winsome Witch and Squiddly Diddly; but later, that show was combined with Atom Ant. In the 90’s revamp, this character’s boss was a British-accented, pipe-smoking musk ox named Chief; that revamp appeared as a segment on 2 Stupid Dogs. For 10 points, Morocco Mole assists what bushy-tailed secret agent?   ANSWER: Secret Squirrel19. In one cartoon, this character’s traditional antagonist is clobbered over the head with a scepter while another character says; “Arise Baron of Münchhausen! Arise Essence of Myrrh! Milk of Magnesia”. That cartoon is constantly punctuated by a man declaring “Don’t you worry, never fear. [This character] will soon be here!” and blowing a toy bugle. In a cartoon titled for this character, the protagonist gives increasingly disheveled shouts of “Yoiks, and away!” after crashing into a series of trees. In that cartoon, the protagonist’s bill flaps backwards every time he says “thrust”, while holding his quarter staff. For 10 points, Daffy Duck portrays what legendary hero in a cartoon in which Porky Pig plays Friar Tuck?  ANSWER: Robin Hood 20. When a bunch of snooty swans try to ruin the ballet recital of this character’s friend, she sabotages their performance by dropping sandbags on them. A musical segment featured this character roller-skating through sensitive situations like open surgery and a funeral, causing mayhem, while she sings along to Aretha Franklin’s “Respect” on a walkman. In one episode, this character tries to revive interest in Honey, the girlfriend of Bosko from 1930’s cartoons. On the show in which she appears, she is friends with Fifi the Skunk and Shirley the Loon and is the girlfriend of the blue rabbit, Buster. For 10 points, name this pink rabbit, the female protagonist of Tiny Toon Adventures. ANSWER: Babs Bunny
